Rental car strategies
Rent a car or not?

It depend from your travel
plan……
Here you can read some
basic tips

If you need to rent a car before or after our program for the rest of your vacation, I
suggest that you rent from ”LA MAGGIORE”.
1. La Maggiore is the best rental car company in Italy and has an office in Bolzanoold town (easy to check out/in)
2. If you are used to automatic cars, please DON’T RENT A MANUAL CAR...
3. Driving in the confusing and congested Italian traffic with a manual transmission
car can be a terrible experience for you (especially American drivers). Don’t forget
this point!
4. LA MAGGIORE has some mid-level cars with automatic transmissions, but it is
best to reserve your car 1-2 months before your trip.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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With our programs, you won’t need a car. You can save some money
because all transportation in the Dolomites during your tour is
included in our price. (with my new 7 places FIAT Doblò)

My car before the maquillaje…..

and after! No bad!

The easier way to arrive in Bolzano on the Dolomites is the train.
The Italian Governative railways have many connection from the main cities (with
airports) with Bolzano.
Bolzano is along the "Brenner pass railway", the most old and important railway line
of centre Europe that connect the north with the south parts of the continent.
Every day are many train that go on the both direction and that stop in Bolzano.
Reserve the tickets is easy:
Open the official webpage of: www.trenitalia.com
Write in the departure field: "the name of the railway station of the city of your
airport".
Example: MILANO CENTRALE or VERONA PORTA NUOVA or VENEZIA MESTRE or ....
Write in the arrival field: " the name of the railway station of Bolzano: BOLZANO
BOZEN
Write your preferred departure time... and choose the best combination of trains.
Then when you are at the train write me a text message or email to confirm your
arrival time in Bolzano.
It's all!
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